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Monday, November 18,1985

Student sexually assaulted
By LISA BUIE
TJ editor
A female Winthrop student
was the victim of sexual assault
Nov. 8 at approximately 2 a.m.
The incident occurred on the
railroad tracks between Dave
Lyle Boulevard and Columbia
Avenue.
According to a report from

the Rock Hill Police Department, the victim was approached by a black male and
raped at knifepoint
Following the assault the
suspect walked her back to campus. The victim then contacted
Public Safety who notified Rock
Hill Police Department because
the incident occurred off campus.

The victim was taken to
Piedmont Medical Center and
given a medical examination.
The Winthrop Counseling Center provided counseling for the
victim.
The incident is currently under investigation by the Rock
Hill Police Department. No one
has been arrested in connection
with the incident.

Senate discusses McBryde parking lot
By RW. GODFREY
TJ staff writer

Several senators reported dent Brett Smith reported that A Winthrop student was raped near these tracks Nov. 8. (TJ photo
that they had observed unused the academic council voted by Randy Greene)
spaces many times in the against an amendment of the
Legislation opening the park- McBryde lot
cultural requirements exemping lot behind McBryde to all "Everyone here is looking for ting students who had been out
residents was approved by convenience but everyone is not of high school more than four
senate last Tuesday.
going to find convenience," years.
The lot is presently reserved Senator Wendy Truitt said.
for apartment residents. Speak- Legislation removing the Senator Randy Firestine
ing for apartment residents, faculty/staff priority in Withers reported that the South
Senator Harry Culpan complain- lot was approved.
Carolina Student legislature
W
ed that they are only 42 spaces
«»M present legislation to the
Gener#1
for 200 residents to use. He also All parking legislation will m o s t s t t e AwwrnMy requiring
argued that many residents become part of a package of
* collegestoallow SGA
VOt
worked and wouldfindit hard to recommendations sent to the ad-Board8(rf
® ° n th ® ir
park when they returned from ministration
before
^Trustees.
off campus jobs.
Thanksgiving.
Winthrop's SGA president
Donna Chapa argued that the The recommendation allowing now is an ex-officio member
lot wasn't utilized 100 percent the gates between Richardson although Smith will have a vote
Dorm residents near that lot and Thomson and Lee Wicker to on the presidential search
were hard pressed to find stay open until 9 p.m. on committee.
spaces. She added that if apart- weekdays will probably come Firestine said that he expects
ment residents were to park in before the floor next week, to introduce a resolution to exthe open lot beside the tennis Senators are now seeking input press senate's support for the
courts they would..not have to from these dorm residents.
legislation and encouraged
walk any further.
In other business, SGA Presi- studentstosupport it

Campus Ministry sponsors Oxfam Fast
jects and disaster relief in poor the amount of money received
countries in Africa, Asia and has increased by 10 percent
Latin America.
The night of the fast will be
By the time youfinishreading The fast will be held Nov. 20 highlighted by a special candle
and
will
consist
of
participating
light
worship service infrontof
this article several people will
have died from hunger related students sacrificing their even- Byrnes Auditorium.
ing meal
The list of student signatures MWeH have sign-up tables in
That's why Winthrop College is given to Epicure which the cafeteria Monday, WednesCampus Ministry will sponsor donates 90 cents for every name day and each student that signs Sid
the Oxfam fast for the sixth con- to Oxfam.
up will be sacrificing his
secutive year.
According to Randy McSpad- Wednesday evening meal and
Oxfam America is a nonprofit den, Presbyterian campus thus sending 90 cents overseas," Health Update.
international agency which minister and advisor to the Ac- said Katie Tillinghast president
funds self-help development pro- tion for Food group, each year of Action For Food.
By MARK WOOD
TJ contributing editor
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Newsbriefs

Winthrop to offer ski courses
There is also an intermediate with the instructions and are enski course entitled PE 207. The thusiastics about the trip as a
cost for this course is $185 and whole," she added.
Winthrop College's physical includes five skiing sessions. Students enrolled in either
education department, Joynes Three rights will be spent at course will receive a $10
Center
for
Continuing Appalachian Ski Mountain, one discount. Students are also
Education, and the French Swiss night will be spent at either asked to provide their own tranSki College in Boone, N.C. are Beech Mountain or Sugar Moun- sportation.
sponsoring two ski courses Dec. tain, and one day will be spent at
30-Jan. 3. The courses are open Hawksnest. The fee also in- Ford added, "There will be a
to Winthrop students, and are cludes boots, skis, poles, slope New Year's Eve party sponoffered on a credit or no credit and lift fees and lodging for four sored by the French Swiss Ski
nights.
College. It will be a good opporThe beginner's courses titled "We've been doing this for a tunity to meet students from
PE 204 is for students who have number of years with the Fren- other colleges."
never skied. The cost is $180 and ch Swiss Ski College and have An organizational meeting
includes five instructional ski had good success," said Dr. Marywill be held Nov. 20 at 6:30 pjn.
sessions with unlimited instruc- Ford, chairperson of the in room 104 Peabody. All intion, boots, skis, poles, slope and Division of Physical Education terested students are asked to
lift fees, and lodging for four and Vocational Education.
attend, and to bring a $60
"Students come back pleased deposit to the meeting.
nights.
By GINA WHITTLE
TJ staff writer

The Winthrop Colony of Sigma Alpha Epsilon elected
new ex^utive officer, for
^ 5 w t s ®^cted president, Jeff Woodall was
dMtod ^cei>resident, Jeff Gaffney was elected secretary,
and JeffPoweU was elected treasurer. The new officers will
begin their term on Dec. 8,1985.

The following businesses will hold interviews for these
Nov. 19- Roses, First Investors, Inc^ Washburn Press,
United Carolina Bank.
Nov. 20- Springs Holding Co., Catawba Mental Health
Center.
Nov. 21- Family Dollar Stores.
Nov. 22-U.S. Air Force.
See Placement Office for details.

Political Science Club

The Political Science Club will meet today at 530 pjn. in
room 206-B Tillman. Topics of discussion include a "Roadtrip
to the Beacon" and the trip to Florida over Spring
Break. All interested students are urged to attend.

New Brothers

The brothers of the Theta Sigma Chapter of the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity are proud to announce the initiation of 17
new brothers: Brian Adams, Robbie Bruce, Gene Brzozowski, John Davis, Ken Holbert, Bob Hood. Brett Jones,
Sean Long, Bobby Moules, Bill Pfister, Jeff Sams, Tim
Sease, Adam Sberrill, Jay Short, Sonny Slaughter, Rick
Stamey, and Greg Toney. Congratulations, guys!

Republicans

Winthrop College Republicans will have a meeting Monday 7 pjn. in Dinkins Auditorium. Anyone interested is
urged to attend.

AMA

The American Marketing Association of Winthrop
College will have as their third guest speaker, Hank
Masonefromthe Placement Center Wednesday, Nov. 20 at
8 pjn. in 204 Kinard. He will speak on career planning
and placement Everyone is welcome.
***AMA would also like to congratulate Tim Robinson on
winning the trip to Myrtle Beach at Halloween Happening.
A poetry reading will be held in McLaurin Hall Nov. 19 at
8 pjn. Readers will include Dorothy Thompson and Luanda

Grey

-

PMS causes behavior changes
By MAGGIE ZALAMEA
TJ staff writer

"PMS makes a competely nor- menstruation. What can be done
mal person go crazy; the person about PMS?
is aware that they are obnoxious Medication is necessary for
According to Jane Rankin, to be around so they isolate women with intense symptoms.
counselor at the Crawford themselves," said Rankin.
Those who have mild symptoms
Health Center, about 50 percent How does one know if one is can be helped with a proper diet
of all women suffer from some suffering from premenstrual and exercise.
kind of menstrual cycle related tension, menstrual distress or if
problem.
one is a true victim of PMS? One "A general diet that's good for
"Many women who believe must keep a chart of symptoms PMS sufferers is simply a
that they have Premenstrual over a period of several months; diabetic diet," said Rankin. If
Syndrome usually have only if the symptoms occur at the you sufferfromPMS it is imporpremenstrual tension or same time each month it is very tant that you are aware that you
menstrual distress. In order to possible that one is suffering will not function as well as you
be a true victim of PMS, the from PMS.
normally do during this time.
symptoms must remain the
"If you know you must write
same for at least three con- Victims of PMS have im- a paper during this time, try to
secutive cycles," said Rankin. balances in their levels of pro- do it beforehand; allow yourself
Some of the symptoms are gesterone and estrogen. The plenty of time to relax and
anxiety, anger, irritability, symptoms will begin around sleep," said Rankin. Most impor
headaches, depression, insom- ovulation (about 2 weeks before tantly, see a doctor who has had
nia, fatigue, libido change, social menstruation occurs) and will experience with PMS and get
isolation and irrational behavior. cease the second or third day of the proper treatment.

Effort to stop loan overpayment backfires

Washington, D.C. (CPS)- The The GAO found the procedure
aid officers better.
Education Department's at- has saved about $22 million, but financial
In response to the study,
tempts to reduce the number of has cost about $23 million.
Department officials
mistakes in Guaranteed Student The process of checking for Education
maintain they already have been
Photography", and "Creative Loan (GSL) awards aren't mak- errors,
By ALLAN JENKINS
moreover, has itself implementing many of the
Photography", according to ing much headway, authors of a delayed making
TJ staff writer
awards to about
recently released federal audit a third of the students receiving GAO's suggestions.
The GAO auditors said the
Six Joknmmian staff mem- The Mnmmiem entered say.
GSL
loans,
the
auditors
said:
still hasn't done
bers attended the Fall Con- three issues from last spring
General Accounting Office The delays, in turn, forced department
vention of the South Carolina into competition for awards (GAO) auditors day the error thousands of students to borrow enough.
Press Association-Collegiate but won none. The Gamecock, rate in the GSL program is pro- funds from other sources, or The audit was performed at
Division, held Nov. 8-10, in published by students at the bably about as high today as reduce class loads, the auditors the request of Sen. Paul Simon,
Dlllinois, who asked the GAO to
Columbia, according to Laurie University of South Carolina, during the 1982-83 school year, said.
when kbout 13 percent of GSL Some congressmen say the study the department's efforts
Ann Dedes, TJ sports editor swept most of the awards.
and secretary of the SCPA- "We were disappointed funds went to students who stubbornly high error rate- and to validate the accuracy of GSL
that the Gamecock staff even didn't qualify for as much loan increasing concern over what is awards made to college officials.
Collegiate Division.
Education department ofBin McDonald, columnist attended the conference," money as they received.
widely viewed as the high rate
for The Stote, was the Dedes said.
At the time, the shocked at which college graduates ficials were at the time reviewfeatured speaker, along with The Iktkr won first prise Reagan administration vowed to default on their federally- ing about two-thirds of all GSL
Claudia Brinson. editor of Ike in the yearbook division of stop giving out too much money guaranteed loans- make it hard awards.
&Mr Magmrime, who gave athe competition for "Best in the program, installing an to push bills to raise loan limits They found that, during the
1982-83 year, about 61 percent of
new
checking through Congress.
seminar on "in-depth" Cover" and "Best Coverage**, elaborate
all GSL awards were incorrect
according to Mark Wood, con- procedure.
writing, Dedes said.
In
their
report,
dated
Sept.
27,
by
$2 or more, 40 percent were
But the new procedure isn't the GAO auditors say the
Other seminars were given tributing editor for TJ. who
working, the GAO said in its government could cut the error off by at least $100.
on "Adflooding","Graphic
The 61 percent error rate is a
vmmMUpa&i
report.
rate faster by training campus
(Continued on page 12)

Staff attends conference

Winthrop Chorale plans trip

By JILUAN COFFIN
TJ staff writer

The Winthrop Chorale is
planning a tour in Florida next
Dr. Robert
Edgerton,
professor of musk and director
at choral activities at Winthrop'*
school of musk, said. The Winthrop Chorale is one of the
oldest student organizations,
dating almost back to the founding of Winthrop."
The chorale consists of 48
singers and participates in
various state
nationwide
activities. The Chorale performs For the chorale itself "touring "Dr. R. Edgerton is a great
for the All State Chorus, hooted serves as a 'mobile dassroom',- conductor, one of the best I've
by Winthrop College annually, taking classroom on the road; walked under," Ashley said.
About 800 chorale singers from performers learn a lot about per- "Dr. Edgerton knows what
high schools around the state forming the same material-ub- he's doing. I have learned a lot
participate in the All State der different conditions/' Edger- under him. I consider him more
Chorus.
ton said.
^
than the professor; he's like a
Chorale participates in the Theresa TreUnskie, Chorale friend," said TreUnskie.
South Carolina Intracollegiate veteran of four years and in There is no prerequisite for
Choral Festival, which is held in charge of publk relations, poin- Hnmlf,
fhip ^ bmwl IP*
the spring. The festival is hosted ted out that "touring helps a lot the individual's audition.
by different colleges around the, with promotionforthe college."
Auditions are relatively
state. It gives a college chorale; IVe&nske said. The group,
misting of a few up
groups a change to perform and although very large, is very and down scales, and singing a
observe other college choral dose. Not just musk majors, song that the individual knows,"
groups.
they're many different majors said Edgerton.
Each year, the chorale goes which brings school together
on a spring tour in the South, and serves ss a chance to meet Edgerton said, "I invite every
negotiating on concerts in Hilton new people."
student who is interested in
Head Island, Atlanta, Ga^ Tam- Andre'Ashley, one of the see- singing a chorus to audition for
pa, Fla. and the Disney World tion leaders for the chorale, said. the Winthrop Chorale. The
Area.
"For me, as a performer, I fed chorale is particularly in need of
Edgerton said, "Not only fun the chorale's needs. I feel it's male singers."
and games, touring is important preparing me."
Auditions are being held now
advertisement for Winthrop - "There's a lot of unity- through the end of the semester.
excellent recruiting for the everybody gets to know each To arrange auditions contact the
college."
other," said Ashley.
musk department at3256.
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By MAGGIE
TJ staffwriter

to blame," said Dr. William
WcBs, who deals with eating
disordsrs at the Winthrop
Bulimia is a disease Counseling Center.
characterised by binge eating The bulimk usually binges
and then purges. They induce
that the eating pattern is ab- vomiting and abuse laxatives.
normal The bulimk has a "Some of these girls take
Isar of
able to stop up to 100 laxative pflls a day.
eating voluntarily, has a low
self-esteem and is usually around water depleted,1
Wells said.
have a need
to control; come from homos The majority of bulimia
where there is little emopercent occur in men. Some
tknistk fathers and
consequences of hinging and
their livee around food.
purging include inflammation
What eauses a parson to of the throat, bleeding from
become a victim of bulimia? the throat area, rupture of
the
stomach
and/or
like Marilyn esophagus, dehydration,
gastric ulcers, imbalance of
beautiful; to- electrolytes and others.
day that has changed. Our Anyone who feels that they
idee of beautiful is skinny. All
you've got to do is pkk up a may contact the
copy
of
Fefm
or
Our society is therapy is available.

Bulimia

'tome are confusion, long
Marijuana abuse
lasting problems with

memory
concentration,
is the
declining work or school perdrug on this formance and difficulty in
said Dee Hamilton, completing complex tasks.
at the Crawford "The person may find
Health Center. Smoking himself/herself unable to funcmarijuana does not necessari tion well without the use of
ly lead to violent crime, in- the drug," said Hamilton.
sanity or heroin addiction, but Some of the physical
that doesn't mean it's good hazards associated with the
for you.
use of marijuana are pro"I sm beginning to see blems with the reproductive
more problems with the use
of both the male and
(CPS)- More schools in recent have bought Educational He says foreign students have of marijuana, especially systems
female, slight differences in
weeks have moved to keep hard- Testing Service (ETS) English a very difficult time getting among the heavy users who babies
born to mothers who
to-understand foreign-born tests to give foreign-born other jobs off campus.
started smoking marijuana at
the drug while pregnant,
teaching assistants out of college teaching assistants over the last "We can't bring someone from s young age," said Hamilton. use
and
lung
cancer.
year, the ETS says.
half way around the world and
The general belief is that
The wave of complaints from So for, colleges around the say your stipend is cut off," adds marijuana is not a "problem A major problem with
students who said they had trou- country report they haven't had Marilyn Baker, associate dean of drug"; it is considered a "safe marijuana is that it is used as
ble deciphering the accents and to push many foreign-born grad Southern Cal's graduate shcooL drug." Although marijuana is: an "enhancement drug." It is
speech of their teachers seemed students out of their teaching Southern Cal, among others, not physically addicting one used with alcohol and other
to crest last year as colleges, duties.
is trying to judge foreign can develop a psychological drugs to heighten their efwhich regularly assign grad
students' English skids before addiction to the drug. Long fects. Among poly-drug users,
students to teMh lower-level But sll the effort ultimately they're accepted or given term and or heavy users find pot is usually the last drug
courses, literally began to run could rob grad schools of toschhig fittfgnmtrtf
themselves unable to stop us- that is cut out People do not
out of native Americans to teach students needed to keep their
ing the drug. Their motiva- realise that there are health
in some'disciplines like engineer- enrollments up, make campuses Iowa State Physics Assistant
tional level is affected; they risks involved with marijuana
much less vital and interesting Chairman Stanley Williams, who complain
ing and computer science.
of Isck of energy use.
Georgia, Arisona State and places to be, and even lead to a says students had been coin- and loss of interest and en- "If the use of marijuana (or
most of the publk colleges in teacher shortage in lower-level plaining bitterly about not being thusiasmforeveryday affairs. any other drug) begins to afFlorida and Oklahoma for the undergraduate courses some able to understand certain grad
fect various or any part of
assistants, now sounds prospecfirst time have just given educators worry.
one's life it is time to seek
foreign-born TAs tests on their The foreign-born teaching tive teachers out by (monk "I
Some of the
themselves, made the phone calls to test
English speaking abilities.
ear the testing wiD their English."
Those who don't pass will be
their stipends, on Testing foreign students'
out of their
whkh they depend to stay in the English skills before they're ad- (Continuedfrompage D
mitted to grad school, however.
University of Texas and country.
TJ
"We weren't too
Southern
California ad- The foreign-born stipend is could depress enrollment,
"the main income for us," ex- "It will he toughsr in the ted at not winning say awar- Newa Editor Violetta
they might soon give plains Chung KuangChao,presi- future for (foreign) students to ds; there's alwsys the sprfa* Weston, Photo Editor Randy
to foreign dent of Arisona State's CUnseo come to USC" if i
'DodsssekL
Greene, and Sports Writer
(Taiwanese)
Students
grad students.
In all, more than 100 schools
with

Students protest foreign professors

Staff

OPINION

WARNING f f f 7b kjftoM IT M/tv covcees/.

Legal system

prosecutes rape victims
By USA BOTE
TJ editor

sidered innocent until proven
guilty. However, in many
cases involving criminal
sexual conduct, the victim is
the one looked upon as guilty.
She is interrogated by unfeeling attorneys who force
her to relive her traumatic incident before a courtroom of
strangers. Many times her
morality is questioned.

A girl walks home from a
local club, tiredfromHunring
and talking withfriends.She
is alone, but she has walked
home many times and is
always safe.
But this time is different
She is raped.
Whose fault is it?
According to Webster's Because of this frightening
New World Dictionary, rape ordeal, many rape victims
is defined as "the crime of refuse to report the incident
having sexual intercourse or press charges. This only
with a woman or girl forcibly leaves the suspect free to
and without her consent."
rape again.
Unfortunately, the legal It is extremely unfortunate
system refuses to see it that that a legal system designed
way. Due to the system's to deter crime actually
philosophy, suspects are con- puts rape victims on trial.

OMCN
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Just what does it take?

By VIOUBTTA WESTON
Tli

u*1h fire is dangerous

know, both fires were the result pen if the wolf (fire) did appear?
of one or more lunatic I shudder to think.
imply that women bring these
sorts of things on themselves. Lately, Thomson dormitory
Let's face it,fireis nota toy to
But I think that it is obvious that
be played with. Many Innocent
QUESTION: How many some girls here at Winthrop to been the seene of quite a few The situation is getting out of lives become endangered when
stupid girls attend Winthrop could be a little more careful-for fire drills and two potentially hand. It has gotten to the point you "cry wolf."
dangerous fires during the wee where Thomson residents don't
College?
their own sakes.
want to leave their rooms when In the words of Joan Rivers,
rd like to think that the an- When I see a girl walking horn of the morning.a t
l!X£ **** ***
•**•*»»» sounds. The situation "Grow Up." It's time to "Get a
swer to that question is zero, but around campus alone as late as
I'm beginning to wonder.
midnight, I feel like going up of the fee drills was the result of is similar to "The Boy Who life," and to stop playing with
»
—
h
r
as
I
Cried
Wolf." What would hap- other people's lives.
Last year after a resident of behind her and scaring the devil
Roddey apartments was raped out of her to teach her a lesson
in her room, I thought for sure for her own good.
that I would never see another How many more girls are
girl walking around campus at going to have to be the victims
night by herself.
of a brutal rape or assault before By MONNIE WHTTSON
In fact, I was convinced that some of our female students TJ
And in loving each other, we in There's so much hate!
staff writer
every girl would be utterly here at Winthrop get the
turn love ourselves. By love I Cruelty! Meanness! Where is
petrified to walk out of their message?
mean giving and sharing of our- the love? Reach out - give of
My
editorials
this
semester
room without some sort of male
focused on personal topics selves, helping and reaching yourself - be kind - love! Hey - I'll
escort, and who could blame So what is the answer to that have
that
I
felt students could relate others, sexual love, spiritual love you - will you love me? You
them?
question that I asked at the
need to talk - I'm here. You need
I tried to make them funny • love, all that is love.
But life around campus didn't beginning of this column? Well, to.
as to interest you, but then In loving others we give up so a friend - you've got one. I need
change too much. Now, since the I'm not really sure. But if some so
ended with a message to much. Love is not easy. Loving you. I need loving people. And if
beginning of this year, we have girls around here don't get wise enlighten
others is not easy. But where you think about it - so do you.
you.
had two assaults on female and fast, there's no telling what Editorials
are supposed to do would we be without it? You Admit it - you want to be loved.
students and another rape. And the answer could be. In fact, if something - to
initiate action on think I'm crazy - that I've gone Pride in the way? You're congirls are still walking around some of you girls don't change, a topic that needs
overboard, but this is important fused about life? Don't want to
campus in the dark by them- the question could change to My stories weren't asaddressing.
tome.
newsworgo through the hassle? Feel like
solves.
"How many rape victims attend thy, in a sense, as other subjects
I need love -1 needtobe held- no one would want you? NONNow I am in no way trying to Winthrop College?"
discussed, such as the math I needtobe wanted, I needtobe SENSE! Find yourself - love
department or the foreign needed. We all do. Through love yourself - and love others. I want
language requirement But I felt we are born. In loving we do to get on with my life -1 want to
it necessary to have light, give up a lot But I'm not asking be somebody - But I'm nobody
B
JJwefa»mea letters to the editor ooanytoptereUtedto
amusing articles to keep you in- youtogive up your life ambition. without love.
terested. This, my last editorial, Fm not asking you to devote
to ^ e d i t < * must be signed by the author. The however, is not so funny. I don't your entire life to the sole cause Some people love to live. I live
•utiMr'sname will not be omitted unless we feel retribution want to preach to my peers • I of love. I'm not asking youtojoin
will result Letters will be limited to 200 words.
don't even want you to agree the ministry. I just want you to to love. Live your life - you are
individual - but at the same
^Letto^should be typed, if possible, double spaced, on a 60- with me - but I want to say love - love yourself - love others. an
time - be a loving individual. I
something.
Love yourself because you can't love you - very much. Love - it's
Love - precious, priceless, in- possibly love without loving
^•ttars.should be submitted to Box <100 or brought to TJ
valuable, sweet love. This - the yourself. Then I ask you to love precious, priceless. It's not just
greatest of all things on earth-is others because they sure do another four letter word. It
means something. Think about
love. We were born out of love. need it
it
By MARK WOOD
TJ contributing editor

Live to love

_

.

TJ letter policy

THE JOHNSONIAN

Letters to the editor

Hostility

Graduation

president Phil Lader, I would
Dear Editor
like to say live and let live. Mr.
We are writing this letter to Dear Editor,
Wood, Tve y t by aU semester
express oar displeasure at 19* As a graduating senior. I am J *
?'*
Jokmaomimm'* indifference greatly disappointed with the ??r.fpt
toward a significant student con- schedule of the final weeks of
J®*1"
Wood
ference. The conference was The this semester. I havefoundthat
,
• .J*
South
Carolina
Student many other graduating students
7<» ksned out atthe best
Legialature which w u held in aeemtoiMthesemewer.
**•« t o J h W , n *
Columbia the weekend of Nov.
BKe coeducation, Phil Leder.
7-10.
In the past, it has been a kind
The South Carolina Student of "senior privilege" for the
Legislature is a conference graduating students to be H President Lader is smiling
which brings representativesfinishedwith classes and have *11 the time it is probably
from most of the colleges and the opportunity to move out because he knows that you are
Universities in the state before the undergraduates, graduating soon. You, Mr. Wood,
together UHUSCUSS issues impor- However, this semester things never smile and never have
tant to students. The conference have changed. December anything nice to say. There are a
is held in the Capitol building graduates, who are more Csw more characteristics about
and the proceedings are struc- anxious than anyone to get out President Lader that you mentured to simulate the actual of here at the end of the tioned in your article that I
legislative processes of our semester, are bung required to would like to address one at a
state. Legislation
passed stay later than the un- thne *be "true president of
by the delegates is compiled and dergraduates if they wish to Winthrop" (Mark Wood) will
distributed to the real Represen- participate in Commencement sBowit
tatives and Senators for con-And who will be attending
sideration. Consequently, you Commencement, other than Mr. Wood, just where is your No, because they end up
can see the benefits of the parents? It has been nice in the navy-blue sports-jacket? 1 spending most of their extra
program.
past to be able to share that haven't aeenitallsemester.lt is spending money eating out
It was discouraging, however, special event with friends, but true that Preaident Lader1
Janie McCullough
to learn that members of The how can our non-graduating shakes everyone's hand and*
JohHmmim staff were in Colum- friends attend when they are
to everybody. I've cer-i
bia at the same time, but would required to be off-campus four tainly seen the long lines of
not stop by to do an interview or days earlier?
people standing in the cafe
even collect some factual infor
waiting to shake your
mation. At least two calls were
every Monday after l i e ~
made to members of the staff to As soon-to4>e graduates, we
suggest some coverage, but all have put in our time here at
of our requests were ignored.
Winthrop and we're ready to t # p . ,
. ...
...M
We feel that this conference move on. Instead, we have to sit
President Lader always
was a very newsworthy event, sround for a few extra days
^ hSiJl
Phil
and the Winthrop delegates twiddling our thumbs just to
rllUmT
worked very hard to represent walk across that stage and
our schooL Even our own receive that hard-earned J ^ I E d i i l d a t E m £ a n d s t f uf ul
illustrious President Phil Lader. diphxna infrontof a half-empty 7 " 7
"7^"" "
as well as Senator Holllngs. and auditorium. Well, I for one have
"
other dignitaries were present decided not to wait around - IT1
" i*''
to speak to the body.
just get my diploma via the UJS.
We think that it is ironic that mafl! Even that has its disad- ZSTZYH ™ ^
members of Tie Mummim vantages though. HI have to ™
2 5 3 Zl
staff were in Columbia learning fight the crowd of unhow to become better jour- dergraduatea packing up to head
I don't think it should be
nalists, yet could not identify the home for Christmas vacation
™ required of students to have
aw
than it jnd
significance of this
tUa program. We while I try to move out with atf three years
ago (thanks to Phil to pay extra money just to
sincerely hope that your other of my belongings.
live on campus. Most people
Laderl
eat out anywhere because of
enlightening.
the food.
My memories of Winthrop
College over the past four years If you were the president of
Joy Keith
are good ones. It's unfortunate our college, who would be the
Shawn Bradley
that my final memory will be first lady? Mark Wood in t
Ann Mary Carley
such a lousy one!
president's house, running my
Randy Flreetine
school no, thank you!! Give me
Mike Floyd
SaraEdstrom
my transcripts, and 111 be on my
Chris Hanlon
December *86
way.
Graduating senior

•*—

Read TJ

"No, because it's a waste of
money. I'd rather buy my own
Karen Mattison

No, the food is not worth
what we have to pay for it Fd
rather eat out
Candy Mitchell
sophomore

- * »*•-

Lader

If you see so much wrong with
Winthrop then why are you still
here? There is abeolutely no way
that you (Mr. Wood) can compare yourself with someone as
friendly and congenial as Phfl
Lader. Why don't you do what
you do best (insult people), but
do it somewhere else!!

Dear Editor,
In response to Mark Wood's
mockery
of
Winthrop's

Tired of you,
Billy Pace

Editor's note: See page 1.

Do you think dll dorm
residents should be on a meal
plan? Why or why not?

No, because the food ia
terrible.
UsaWynn

Tobacco causes death
By LAURIE ANN DEDES
TJ sports editor
Did you know that oral cancer is the nation's seventh
leading cause of death? Do you know what it stems from?
Dipping snuff... for those of you who don't know what snuff
is, it's chewing tobacco and it is deadly. The reason I want to
talk about this is because a lot of athletes dip snuff and a
good deal of pro-athletes endorse these products.
Sean Marsee found out when it was too late. Sean was a
five foot five, 130 pound distance runner. He was in excellent shape, watched his diet, lifted weights and ran five
miles a day for half of the year. Sean also dipped snuff and
had done so since he was 12. In 1983 he discovered a red
sore in his mouth. After a biopsy Sean found out that he had
mouth cancer. On May of 1983 Sean had part of his tongue
removed and began radiation treatment. But the cancer had
spread to his lymph nodes. Sean had to decide: removal of
the lower jaw lymph nodes, muscles and blood vessels or die
of cancer. Sean chose to have it all removed but the
jawbone. After this operation Sean seemed to return to
normal until October 1983.
Tests revealed a new malignancy, this time at the base of
his brain. The third operation was the removal of his
jawbone. This last operation left Sean with four drains from
a huge wound.
From his throat was a tube sticking out of a hole to allow
him to breathe. He was fed through a tube in his nose not to
mention the tubes in his arms.
That's a hell of a lot for an 18-year-old boy to endure. He
was 18 and he was dying. In January of 1984 after another
biopsy Sean began to accept the fact that it was only a matter of time. He was bedridden, could not talk and breathed
through a hole in his throat. And it was all because of
chewing tobacco.
Sean died at home February 25, 1984. You're probably
thinking (as you put a pinch between your cheek and gum),
"That won't happen to me." Think about it though. Sean
started at age 12.1 first heard about Sean on "60 Minutes"
and then again in "Reader's Digest."
Each year 29,000 cases of oral cancer are reported and
9,000 a year die. A great percentage is caused from
smokeless tobacco. Since most colleges enforce drug and
alcohol usage tests among athletes, I think other forms of
substance abuse should be looked at. I know that several
baseball players use it as well as some basketball players
and probably other athletes. Hey guys, one of you may be
joining Sean Marsee next.

Athletic department helps

By TODD HUTCHINSON
TJ asst. sports editor

pick up its second load at the students to sit up to the first
Richardson at 7 p.m. being seven rows and not exceeding
the first part and Peabody at the bar separating the lower
As stated last week in The 7:15 p.m. completing the load," stands from the upper paid
Johnsonian, rides will be provid-said Murray.
seats. The team will beneut by
ed to and from the men's and "If a demand is needed a third having our opponents having a
women's basketball games this trip could be made," added surrounded feeling."
year. According to Assistant Murray.
"This effort by the athletic
Business Manager Dan Murray a
bus will be provided for "After the games the department is in response to last
students will reboard the bus at season's home winning streak.
transportation.
"The bus will have its first the southwest gate and proceed The streak which was the last
pick-up at 6:30 p.m. at Richard- back to campus," said Murray. seven home games in a row. We
son with the second part of the According to Murray, feel the students played a role in
pick-up being at 6:45 at Peabody.students will only be allowed to that streak and would like to
After taking the load to the col- enter the southwest entrance. continue that streak by lending
iseum, the bus will go back and Murray said, "We would like a helping hand," stated Murray.

Winthrop Eagles face tough season
By DAVID McCALLUM
TJ sports writer

seasons, in which they were 6-22 last year. Winthrop leads the
and 7-21 respectively. The series 2-1.
Greenville, N.C.-based school, Coastal Carolina: Russ
Nield Gordon's Eagles open now a member of the Colonial Bergman's Chanticleers, a longits inaugural N.C.A.A. H cam- Conference, which includes an time rival of Winthrop in NAIA
paign with a schedule which up-and-coming Navy team and District 6, are also a Division II
indud four Division I teams and an always tough William & member of the BSC. The Confive Division H squads. Among Mary squad, will look to two way, S.C. school had a disappointhe N.C.A.A. I schools Winthrop junior guards to get them on ting campaign last year, comwill face this season are peren- their feet. Curt Vanderhorst, a piled a 7-21 slate. The Eagles
nial Southern Conference con- 6*2" guard, who pumped in 17
lead this series with a 10-8
tender Appalachian State, points a game last season, and also
Colonial Conference member 6'2" William Grady who edge over Coastal.
East Carolina, and two Big averaged 15.7 markers last year, U.N.C.-Asheville: The
South brethren, Radford and will lead the Pirates' offensive Bulldogs of Coach Jerry Green,
Campbell.
attack.
compiled a 15-13 record last
season, including a close setback
Campbell: The Fighting to the South Carolina
The Division II foes are Camels from Buie's Creek, N.C.,
headlined by conference mem- under the direction of first year Gamecocks. U.N.C.-Asheville,
bers Coastal Carolina, Ar- coach Billy Lee, will lode to im- also a Big South member, holds a
mstrong State, and U.N.C.- prove on the 5-22 campaign of 2-0 series lead against Winthrop.
Asheville, along with Benedict last year. Lee will be dependent
College and Pembroke State.
on threereturningplayers and Pembroke State: A duel
Here is a brief glance at the three freshmen to get the job member of both the N.AJ.A. and
competition Winthrop will face: done. Guard John Huffstetler, N.C.A.A. H, the Braves recorded
who tossed in 11.3 points a con- a 23-7 slate last season. PemAppalachian State: The test last year, will lead the broke also went to the N.AJ.A.
Mountaineers,fromBoone, N.C., Camels, guard Juan Austin and national in Kansas City a year
will look to rebound from a forward Clarence Grier, who ago. The Pembroke, N.C. squad
disappointing season a year ago, averaged 6.9 and 6.8 points will be led by first year mentor
as they finished 7-9 and 14-14 respectively, will help supply Dan Kinney, whoreplacedBilly
overall. Appalachian Coach the scoring help. The three Lee, now at Campbell UniverKevin Cantwell looks to his freshmen, which include 6'2" sity. The Braves lead the series
front-court to supply the offen-guard Chris Springs, 67" San- against the Eagles 1-0.
sive punch. Center Greg Dolan, ders Jackson, and 6'5" Brian
611", who averaged 11.7 points Henley will look to help the Newberry: The Indians, a
and six rebounds last year looks three letter winners.
N.AJ.A. District 6 member, fell
to be the catalyst for the Apps
on hard times last year, under
offense. Dolan will be joined in
Coach Jack Williams, as
thefrontcourt by forwards Ron Radford: The Highlanders Head
could manage only, a 8-21
Davis and Ron Fiorini, who from Radford, Va„ lead the briefthey
averaged 10.3 and seven points a series with the Eagles at 1-0. record. The Eagles under Gorgame respectively. Davis and Radford, 16-12 last year against don, own a 7-3 date against the
Fiorini will be looked upon to some top-notch Division I squads Newberry, S.C. baaed school.
take up the scoring slack with are coached by Joe Davis, and Winthrop, which compiled an
11-16 slate last year, opened its
the departure of Glenn Clyburn are favored to take the first Big season
with an exhibition conand Wade Capehart. Lynwood Southern Conference crown.
test against the Irish Nationals,
Robinson, a transferfromNorth
Carolina, could be a key to the Armstrong State: The Nov. 18 at the Coliseum. The official lid-lifter for the Eagles
Mountaineers' success.
Pirates, a Division II member of happens in the WBTV Carolina
East Carolina: Coach Charlie the Big South, are coached by Classic
Nov. 22 at the Coliseum,
Harrison's Pirates will look to Renny Bryner. The Savannah,
where they face Wingate
overcome two disappointing Ga. school, had a 12-16 campaignCollege.

Rude Crew ready for season
By CHRIS ROWELL
Special to TJ

prepare for the games by having
tailgate parties in the lobby of
Richardson. Richardson Hall
Monday, Nov. 18 not only Council will sponsor some of
marks the beginning of the Win- these parties by providing food
throp College 1985-86 men's and beverages; they also plan to
basketball season, but abo the firstsponsor a trip for the group to
anniversary of a rowdy group of one of the away games. For
Richardson residents known as home games, the athletic departhe "Rude Crew."
tment will provide a shuttle bus
According to John McConnell, service for men's and women's
the R.D. in Richardson and games. The service will be
leader of the group, the "Rude available to all students.
Crew" once again plans to bring
spirit and excitement to the "I plan to have Rude Crew
basketball games.
tee-shirts for our games to let
"Being the second year for the the crowd know who this
group, we have a lot in store for boisterous group is," said Mcthe crowd, as well as the Connell, "and we challenge any
newcomers to the 'Rude Crew,'" campus organization to make as
said McConnel.
good of a showing at the games
The "Rude Crew" wili as we do."

Women's basketball ready to

THE JOHNSONIAN,

lot less injuries/
Brdey. "Wt'» defi*

$5.49
57.49

Call Us!

Location serving you

Volleyball team a surprise success324-7666

760 CHERRY ROAD

By JEFF RUBLE
TJ sports writer

we played with N.C.A.A. The Eagles overcome
opponents."
shortcomings to win their
While the Lady Eagles played coaches' praise on the overall
What is it about rebuilding tough against N.C.A.A. op- season.
years for Winthrop teams?
ponents, they completely "We really performed well,"
Just like the baseball team's dominated their N.A.I.A. op- Ivester said. Ivester attributed
"rebuilding year" success in the ponents, losing only two games, much of the team's i
past few years, the Winthrop to smaller schools all year. The to their attitude.
volleyball team has played much team displayed how much they The girls were hard
better than was expected of have improved since leaving the and I think that really conthem, after losing three seniors N.AXA. by easily winning the tributed to their improvement,"
last year, including AH- U.N.C. Asheville Invitational she said.
American Vickie Valentine, and dominating the field at the
Despite playing with a Chick-Fil-A Invitational at Ivester went on to reflect, "I
somewhat young team (the U&C.-Spartanburg.
think ourfreshmencame along
Eagles started two
freshmen)
real well. Melinda Eubanks
id Lbi
outstan- Mullina developed defensively

Open for Lunch
11am - 1am Sun-Thurs.
11am-2amFri-Sat

r\|gt
U i n n w

J U . A I
I U V 4m\

Additional Toppings
12" item$ .75
16" item $1.09
Half liter of Cofce^ 57C.
Prices do not include tax
Drivers carry less
than $15.00.
We accept checks
f: 1985 Domino's Pizi* Irvc

Order a 12" 2-item pizza
and 2 Cokes* for S6.9S,

plustax
One coupon per pizza

Fast, Free DeNvery"
See you local directory for
the location nearest you

IPLU -

and ly lead to one
"The tough schedule
played allowed the girls to
the growth that is
of the schedule. The team was we are known for, and ag- Ivester said.
—„
—-•—
—
" - " With that

conference
Cathy Ivester, ttle
the seof the
Tmi very
srformance
ly the way

young
improved upon thei
Ivester said, "I don't know
why but other teams always rise
to the challenge against us."

F M M M A *

U i n n w

for 4!

Order a 16" 2-item pizza

and 4 Cokes* forM.M,
plustax.
One coupon per pizza.

Fast, Free Oeirery*
See you local directory for
the location nearest you
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Otis has slim turn-out

OFFICIAL WINTHROP COLLEGE
EXAM SCHEDULE FALL SEMESTER 1985
Exami are scheduled Thursday, December 5 — Wednesday, December 11 according to the first day of the ufWt the class meets. For example,
a 9:00 a.m. MWF class first meets on Monday; therefore, the
time can be found by looking in the "Monday" column below. Examinations
for 9:00 a.m. Monday classes are given at 8:00 a.m. on Friday.
CLASS
BEGINNING TIME
MONDAY
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
5:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
TUESDAY
8:00
8:25
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:00
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM
8:00 PM

EXAM ASSIGNMENT
11:30
8:00
3:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
11:30
3:00
3;00
3:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30

R
F
F
M
W
R
R
W
T
W
S
R
R
R
T

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
11:30
11:30
11:50
11:30
3:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30

T
T
T
T
S
S
S
M
M
T
S
T
T
M
W

CLASS
BEGINNING TIME
WEDNESDAY
9:00
10:00
12:00
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
THURSDAY
10:00
12:30 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
FRIDAY
10:00
3:00 PM

EXAM ASSIGNMENT
8:00
3:00
8:00
8:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
6:30
6:30

F
F
W
R
W
M
M
M
W
M

8:00 S
11:30 M
11:30
3:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30
3:00 F
3:00 M

WRI 101 & 102
MASS EXAM

This is the official e.mmiruilicm schedule fin fall semester. Examination* may nut exceed 2 I '1 hour* in length. Legitimate conflicts are defined
as follows: more than one scheduled exam per period; more than tuo scheduled exams per day; and more than three scheduled exams in any
/our consevutitv periods. A student with a legitimate conflict mil receive uritten noti/ieatiun from the Registrar"» Office. The instructor involved
alsu u ill he sent notification of the conflict. Students are responsible fur resoltling conflicts directly with the instructor by November 11. Personal
rnnfliin such as Christmas traiel plans and uorfc schedules do not uarrant a change in examinations limes.

By TOM STEARNS
TJ staff writer

to see."

Webb also pointed out that
the school does not have the
The alim turn-out for the Nov. money or the room for extreme1 Otis Day and the Knights con- ly big concerts.
cert at the Winthrop Coliseum "We're not ging to be able to
has cast doubts on the school's get someone like Prince or
prospects of future rock Michael Jackson at Winthrop,"
Webb said, "because we simply
Tom Webb, assistant dean of cannot afford it If we can't atstudent affairs, said the final tract enough people to recoup
head count at the concert was the expenses at a $10,000
480. Of thattotal,386 were Win- show, we're certainly not going
throp students. He estimated the to risk the amount of money
concert's loss at about $7,000.
those people require."
"We've tried for years to find Webb said there is still a slim
a big name act to Winthrop possibility of a concert by the
that's popular and also affor- Producers next semester.
dable," Webb said. "We thought "We were looking at a Morris
Otis Day would be a good choice Day concert," he said, "but probecause he is generally popular moters have told us he is not as
and successful on college popular in this area of the country. Also his cost is more than
In defense to complaints that we can afford right now."
Otis Day is not a big name act, Webb also said there is little
Webb pointed out that the night chance at future rock concerts at
before the Winthrop show, Otis Winthrop.
Day drew a crowd of 3,000 "We're not going to pay the
students at Austin Peay Univer- money to bring these people
sity in Tennessee.
here and then have only 800 or
"And the night
after the Win- so people show up. The Bob
1
throp concert,* he continued, Hope Show last year was suc"Day drew 2£00 students at cessful, and we may try to bring
Emory College. It can't be a more events like that to
question of an act no one wants Winthrop."

TUESDAYSARE SPECIAL S.A.T. effectiveness
debate rages on

W I T H ITQ

PIZZA, SALAD BAR,
BAKED
SPAGHETTI
ALL YOU CAN EAT
*3.99
(Served 5 PJVL-9 PM)
Every Day is special at Pizza Inn with a super buffet you're sure to
CHIIOKN'S PRICES: AGE X 31*

10% OFF

Witt.
.
Winthrop ID.

n r

T n

iziaxun
#

AMERICA'S FAVORITE PIZZA
ltlf Cherry Road, Rock Hill

Phone:

366-3149

CPS) David Owen, an active While Noeth admits informal
opponent of the Scholsstk Aptitude test preparation can increase a
Test, claims SAT has become student's score, he says claims
"little more than a test of that coaching can raise scores by
whether parents can afford to ISO points or more or based on
pay for a coaching coure."
nothing more than "anecdotal
Owen and Richard Noeth of evidence."
the Education Testing Service,
the SATs creator, debated the The Princeton Review, a
test's effectiveness at a National coaching firm currently involvAssociation of College Admis- ed in litigation with the ETS,
sions Counselors meeting in says it can raise test scores by
upto2S0.
October.

BEST PRICES IN
TOWN ON RENTALS OF
VIDEO CASSETTE PLAYERS

<&o n r

<P <

U i V V

reRDAY

*

MON. THRU THURS.

(reg. $5.95)

This Super Special
IS FORWMTHROP
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
ONLY! 10 required!
Come on down to Hometown Video. Were juste short half-block
from Whthrop Thousands of 0ms to choose tiom, and aK of our
VCRs have shoulder strep cases tor hands-free carrying. Hometown Video: You* like us Because we Hke you.
•RETURN BY 5 P.M. NEXT DAY
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Effective teaching programs to improve teaching skills

KAREN PARKER
[J staff writer

associate professor of consumer their teaching skills more com- 1987-88 school year." The par priority. The two-week program
science
and
vocational petent and efficient. The second tkipants in the two programs concentrates on improving
education, applied to the South program will have 90 teachers will be picked from teachers in teaching methods and instrucBecause of a $37,500 grant Carolina
Department
of participating. It is an oppor- the Pee Dee and C.Y.L.U.C.- tional material. It will help
the South Carolina Depar- Education for the grant
teachers to construct and use
tunity for them to earn three Winthrop consortiums.
appropriate instructing
it of Education, 40 teachers There are two programs of- semester hours of graduate
strategies and to develop
be able to improve their fered for high school and middle credit. The two-week course
teaching materials to meet their
Wlnthrop
College,
the
8tate
ehing skills.
school teachers that focus on helps vocational teachers use
I Forty teachers will be given consumer and homemaking performance based instruction Department of Education and of- goals. They wfll also be trained
|ET (Program for Effective education or occupational home materials.
ficials of local school districts in evaluation and revising
Reaching) training. The teachers
South
Carolina
State will pick the teachers to parbe from occupational, con- The first program is designed Education Improvement Act ticipate in the PET programs.
rs, and homemaking areas for 40 teachers. The PET requires "effective use of such Teachers will share their
education. Dr. Sam Greer, an training is supposed to make materials, beginning with the training with others in their PET will take six weeks to
home school districts after the complete. It will switchfrominPET programs are completed. structional to practical training
In choosing participants for and will let the teachers try out
the program, occupational home what they learned in their own
economics teachers will be given

Itfafaegfay, Nw.zo f

AWorlil 1,

tig** ?

Cafeteria.

He's been chased.
thrown thiouQh a
window, and arrested.
Eddie Mmphy is a Detroit
cop on vacation
inBeveriyHiMs.
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Joinfane/redsof WwfHwop
urf|o
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UNDER NEWMANAGEMENT

Trish & Frank Decico,formerlyof "Dapper Dog
10% off with WCLD. on any menu item
Sunday-Thursday
LUNCHEONSPECIALS:

MONDAY - Chicken Cutlet Parmigiana
Served w/salad, garlic bread & spaghetti *3.95
TUESDAY - Hot Roast Beef open face
sandwich served w/french fries *3.25
WEDNESDAY - Stuffed Shells (2)
served w/salad & garlic bread
THURSDAY • Hot Turkey open face sandwich
served w/french fries *3.25
FRIDAY-Fried Shrimp Plate served
w/talad, garlic bread &
french fries, *3.95
-jrtG'
UottoravmkdbtarAkottmfreteominaMom
Tm meat our mew 4emert»nOUSE
negitriMMkkm
Of
#br/WI*eo«tcnfl*J£«
PIJZA
1244ChervllM* Rock OB

RESTAURANT

[R|«h

Thursday, Nov. 21M0 PM
Tillman Aud. 'LOO WCID '2.00 GUEST;

Record Cellar 8
*Music Videos
* Sheet Music-Folios and
Individual Sheets
*Complete Selection ofAlbums,
Cassettes and Accessories.
Compact Disc
366-6139

10-9 *Smt
ldMSw.
Rock HiS Mill

•I OFF
ON ANY
8.69 or higher
LP or TAPE
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Dinkins Student union replaces MAI
refered to as the MAID it to offset the price," said Assis-several days before it was to be
(messages are important, dam- tant Dean of Student Activities run. And once it was there it
mit) has been inoperative for the Tom Webb.
could not be changed," he
Among the problems, Webb
Dinkins Student Union is in last month.
the process of replacing the else- "We've had problems with the explained, were incorrect infor- The company then decided to
tronic news service in Thomson system, and we decided there mation, information being cut begin running a weekly
Cafeteria. The system, often wss not a sufficient value from short, and the same information magazine, rather than daily upbeing played for weeks and not dates. This means that Mooda/
being changed.
events would still be running on
The service, provided by Friday," he said.
Texas EFN, Inc, began running "Finally we were informed
that TEFN would no longer proTlwylr* Mt jnt plttaf rkfe...1hayYi «attta| ma.
"The company was already in vide the long distance service
trouble. We since learned they and that Dinkins would have to
were having financial dif- pick up the service. Since a
ficulties. However, we thought survey showed fewer people
they would provide a valuable were reading the system, we
service to the school," Webb decided to drop it."
Webb said that the school is
said.
"Our first problem was that presently investigating the
campus news wasn't getting in- possibility of installing a new
to the system as expected. We system similar to the one in
were required to send the campus information to Texas The Dinkins system is pro-

By TOM STEARNS
TJ staff writer

vided by a different company.
Market Source Corporation of
Ananberry, N J. the biggest difference with the Source system
is that we program it ourselves,"
Webb said.
"Also, the Source broadcasts
are shorter the TEFN broadcasts are 20 minutes long. Few
people are to watch for that
amount of time," he added.
"We once had a system of this
nature in Thompson but we
thought it would be more efficient to have a more comprehensive system wired in. We're now
trying to go bade to the old
system," he said.
"We hope the Source will provide a nice, colorful information
system, and that it will be short
enough so people can pick up the
information while waiting in
Hue," Webb concluded.

Counseling Center covers needs
there for students who need so
meonetotalkto.
AH consultations are private Rankin specialises in counselThe Counseling Center, and held in the strictest of ing sexual assault victims, and
Hamilton specializes in alchohol
located on the second floor of
and drug abuse.
Crawford Health Center, pro"We
are
not
under
any
obligavides counseling for students
under a wide range of topics tion to discuss anything that is The center provides counselstudy skills to marital said by a student with ad- ing for time management and
ministrators." said Wells.
better study habits, and
preparation for the National
There are three counselors on
staff: Dr. Bill Wells, director of Wells has been at Winthrop Teachers Exam (NTE).
the center. Dr. Jane Rankin, and for six years. He has a Ph. D. in
education.
Wells "Many students sre under the
Dee Hamilton. They are trained Council
professional counselors who are specializes in anorexic and impression that we see only
'crazy people'; this is simply not
true. We see people who have
very normal types of problems,
74**9:1*
like depression, marital proRemo Williams (PGis)
blems, parental and even prol i e Adventure Begins
blems with roommates," said
Thursday-All Seats $1.00
Wells.
Sham Daily
Cinema
7*9*9*9
The Center is openfrom&30
Cry from the Mountain
aon. - 5 pjn. Mon.-Fri. Students
Thunday-All seats $1.00
sre asked to call and make an
appointment
By VALARIE CANTY
Special to T J

RAIW S&LMft.OnNCOC CEM4XH BiJOTTMOJUC LHCURTE
| WSCBYELMBIfiEflNSTBi EXKUIM PTOU» GEIWE fOSEY J)

Wed., Nov. 20 Tillman And. 9HK) PM
•1.00 WCID *2.00 Guest

WINTHROP STUDENTS 10% OFF
DURING NOVEMBER with I.D.
Come In And Enjoy Our Delicious
Homecooked Meals,
Greek & Italian Food,
Seafood, Steaks,
Salads & Sandwiches.
Beer and Wine Served.

Target
Stowa Dally 7:1* ft 9:15

Once Bitten
&19*19-7:1**15

Krush Groove

9943

ll
Petcruog
RESTAURANT

A m Drily
SE1MS15-7:1ME1S

Pee Wee's Big Adventure
Stem Drily
ISJ^-lt

1-7:194:15

Winthrop Students
$3.00 With VaUd
WCUk

TYPISTS

S599 Weekly at kaae!

P.O. Bax 175
iNJ 97397
$60.00 PER HUNDRED
PAID
for
renailiitg letters from
home!
Send
selfaddressed, stamped
envelope for information/application.
Associates, Box 95-B,
Roeelle, NJ 07203
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Laden calls for changes

Bundles &Bows
Express

By WENDI DEES
TJ staff writer

"We have no choice. The alternative to raising the debt level
is to free a lot of the United
Raising taxes, and decreasing States labor. I think a bill like
the national debt were two the Grahamm-Rudman amendthings .economist Dr. Ren ment will pass, I just don't know
Laden, vice president of T. if this bill will pass. The problem
Rowe Price Associates, address- with this bill is that it doesn't
ed when he spoke on the "The tell one how to balance the
State of the Econony" on Thurs- budget," explained Laden. "Our
day, Nov. 7 at Winthtop.
debt in comparison with other
Laden began his lecture by countries is not out of line. Our
explaining that the United debt equals about five percent of
States had made a lot of pro- the Gross National Product,
gress in the economy in the past This high deficit is related to the
20 years.
high dollar."
"We've been in a growth "We're running a very
recession for the past year and dangerous policy. It's important
a half. It's been about a two and that we reduce the debt as soon
a half growth recession since as possible, or well have some
1984, which is an extremely long kind of financial crises that
period of slow growth. We'll pro- might arise. One is foreign exbably stay at this level of growth change crisis, if the United
until the spring of 1986. I'm very States dollar comes down in a
optimistic about our future disorderly fashion, and the sethough," said Laden.
cond crisis is a crisis with regard
Although Laden feels op- to debt burden. This could
timistic about the future growth ultimately mean a loss of con
of the United States economy, fidence in the United States,"
he feels the growth of the world Laden said.
as a whole will grow faster.
Laden is very optimistic
"Two other countries of the about the world. He thinks there
world have some catching up to will be a very important change
do," explained Laden.
in policy in 1965-1986. The credit
Also included in Laden's lec- goes to Secretary of Treasury
ture was the debt of the United James Raker and his stand.
States. At the present time the
United States has a $1300 million Laden brought his lecture to
debt limit. This limit falls under a close by saying, "We've got to
the Debt Ceiling Extension Law. go for faster growth which proThe United States has approx- bably means raising taxes. If we
imately $1 trillion out in debt, don't change the policies we'll
and in order to borrow more have to stick with high interest
money, the goverment will have and higher inflation. We'll also
to raise the debt ceiling.
have a loss of confidence in our
"There is a proposal that is go- financial institutions. Don't let
ing through congress that would me scare you, the demographics
be an amendment to the Debt of the United States are in our
Ceiling Extension Law. This favor. The U.S. labor force is
amendment is the Grahamm- growing slowly, and it will conRudman Amendment which tinue to grow slowly. This
would force the government to means there are now more jobs
balance the budget by 1991 and available. It has higher potential
allow the debt ceiling to rise," he for higher income and higher
sa
'd.
standards of living."

Next
Door

WINTHROFSPLACE
TO RELAX OR ENTERTAIN...
CALLUS!
WE DELIVER TO SURROUNDING AREA
MMU7
3666584

Village Square
Stopping Center

SHIPPING • PACKAGING
GIFT WRAPPING

WMTHROP...

COME SEEROCKHILL'S
MOST UNIQUE GIFTSHOPPE!
COME TO US FOR THEHARD TO FIND
AS WELL AS THE GIFTS THATMEAN
THEMOST l
Bundle* 6 Bow* Express
10%
Discount
on all
Gift Wrapping

1968 Cherry Road
Love's Piasa
Rock Hill, a c . 29730
HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-6

If you're
lacking -

we'll do
the wrapping!
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"Images of Women " conference to be held
By ALLAN C. JENKINS
TJ staff writer

'Women in Rites and Religion,' reading of several of her poems
followed by Mrs. Dorothy concerning women.
McGavran, who will speak on The conference is a follow-up
A conference on the "Images 'Archetypal Images of Women to a five-week Humanities
of Women," sponsored
by »n Literature'," said Dr. Joye Writing Seminar held at WinCYLUC-W Writers Project, will Berman, professor of English throp in the summer of 1984, acbe held Saturday, Nov. 23, from and codirector of CYLUC-W.
cording to Berman, and is fun10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the
ded in part by a National EnSprings Conference Room, After a luncheon in the dowment of Humanities grant
KinardHall.
president's dining room, Dr. awarded to the University of
"Dr. Mary de Grys, professor Susan Ludvigson, associate South Carolina and the South
of anthropology, will speak on professor of English, will give a Carolina Writers Project The
x
grant was given to fund inT

Loan o v e r p a y m e n t

stitutes to enable teachers to

Purrisl
Do:ore» J Jimmy Pa'fijh
::i CHWY ?OAC
PHCNE jrs-azos
HOCK HILL. S C 19730

Richardson Hall
For All Your
Floral Needs

(Continued from page 2)
"It is amazing to me we have develop ways of relating writing
decline from 71 percent in $300 million-plus error when we to the study of humanities, Ber1960-81. but, according to one are sitting around trying to man said.
department official, is still figure out where we are going to Persons interested in atten"substantial."
get money for the program," ding the conference should conAll told, students improperly Rep. Thomas Coleman, R- tact Berman by 9 a.m. Wedwere receiving about $319 Missouri, said in June when the nesday, Nov. 20, at 323-2171. The
million in loans, about 13 percent preliminary results of the GAO conference is free; the luncheon
of the totalloan funds available, audit were released.
is $7.

Attention!

Tatters (the Winthrop College yearbook) are on sale for '9.00. If
you wish to have it mailed to you (i.e. you will graduate in Dec.), the
cost is *11. Please send this form to us before Dec. 1,1985.
Name
Campus Box

Amt. Enclosed*

Phone No.

or

Mailing Address

Make checks payable to:
Winthrop College

1 would like my Taller mailed to:
Mail this coupon along with your payment to: The Taller, Box 5148
^

mail that ih mailed on c a i ^ U M f a i m H r t n e e ^ o o U * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

EGGS CONTINUED FROMLAST WEEK...
THE "HBQ'K", I mnurf you.

THE ZETAS. we love you all! J4J.
BRYAN GRANT, you're the greate»t and I love ya. RF.
C.P„ (i.T.. D.R.
P.P.. M.IL. L.M., J.P- L.V- all
with Iota of love. S.M.
SON J A. you're Ike heat study buddy. KJL
JOE. the perfect triangle maker.
BANANA.liadablaBtaltheromal.Coeo.
LAURA. MARSHA. ELLEN. DIANE. "PARTY VANPASSENGERS * ALL MY SISTERS,teveyou no much.
Sunan Coftrane.
JAN H, you're p e a t
ALLYSON SUMNER, there's nobody better. Hang in
there. Kelly.
JOHN PRESTO, you're a goad egg. Thanks for hanging
in there. DeDe P ft Joyce J. 193 Phrtps (betide the eon
ROBERT JOLLY, from your til sis.
JOANNE ANDROS, happy birthday. George.
THE HEAD OF DIEGO'S FAMILY, we love ya! Red and
svawuen?.
KELLY EUBANKS, I love ya bunches. FT.
BRANDON LEARD, 1 hope your
yc major
' will be much
ROBIN^ KOONTLESLIE LEWIS, LISA WYNN,
ROBERT HERR0N, you Ul sis.
SUSAN COLTRANE. you're such a good egg and lil sis.
JCH.
DIANE GLEN, your special Ulsk.
CLAIR. CANDY, PAM. Sallye.
FELICIA AND SUZY, I think ya'U are iust great! Kelly.
STEVE ISAACS AND JIM GUINESS, you're a couple o(
great guya. Connie.

SCARLET. CINDY. STEVE. KEVIN. May all the fun
tines continue. Love ya'lL Friends forever. Felicia.
ROBIN FRICKS. we amurf you: you'll always be dear to
us. even when you're off teaching our kids who knows
what. Zeta love and ours. Counie.
TONY McKINNEY. 1 know someone who is dying to
meet ya. She's great. F.T.
GREEKS, we love you all. the Zetaa.
PHILIP VAUGHAN. thanks for a great weekend.
NOUUM like a challenge.
SUZY ROMANO. I love you though we couldn't spend a
lot of Ume together this semester, your big sis RF.
7TH FLOOR WOFFORD. you're all good eggs. Jana.
JACKIE, hang in there; we'll make i t Maag. thanks for
listening Thursday night Connie.
KEVIN. I love you! Kim.
TERR1 ALLEN, for our fun cultural weekend!
BOBBY MOULES. my secret Pika pledge.
LESLIE LEWIS. I'm glad you made i t KE.
ALLEN, you're so special and I love you very much.
Mrs. Jana Helderman.
BRYAN SGA VP. you're doing a great Job; your note
and advke meant a lot
CONNIE. SHANNON. CINDY, KIM U„ KIM D« I love
you alL I'll miss ya. Thanks for making these last 2 yrs.
the best times of my Ufe. Robin.
KIM USSHER. one day we're gonna catch up on loot
time. Love ya, your big sis.
TIM SEASE. my secret Pika pledge, you are too
Awesome, your secret lil sis.
SUZY, Lots of love, Fetkia.
MY SECRET LOVE, let's lie on satin sheet, with bells
attached to our feet so every time we move in the
groove, we'll generate much heat

See our exciting revue of
contemporary shoes.
For theatre people. Fashion
people. And people people.
Like you!

"'i '"""""I"

